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We want a qualified surgeon when we meedan.operation, yet there,
are quotas'in mediCal schoolssea* reserved for qualifiable students
to be takeholfrom more qualified applicants. We want a skilled lawyer
when we are in trouble, yet there are quotas for candidates for law
Schools. . . .

, The present use of quotas should not be permitted tO mask the
larger issue, the danger of a de facto system of quotas: Abolishing
tests,..especially IQ tests, eliminating examinations; bending
entrance requirements (for college and employment), doyngrading
requirements for skills or eliMinating theM entirely, and denying
'quantitative measures of excellence are profoundly wrong and
antiintellectual practices. .We kno5 these masking practices for
what'they are, and we are going to ay for them (Ornstein, 1976, p. 17).

It has been argued, with cdnsiderable merit, that quotas are
not democratic, but that they must be retained on a temporary
basis until the Als of our society can be remedied. The question
therefore becomes not whether quotas are right or wrong but at

. what level particular quotas should be set, what-the rate of
Change to achieve a particular goal should be, when.they can
be increased or even eliminated, and how much time must elapse
before the situation will stabilize so that a particular quota
,will no longer be necessary. The most important aspect of the
discussion on quotas is,not the philosophical or legal princi-
ples but the particular procedure6 established and the person-
nel used for executing them (FUerst, 1976, p. 21).

'In order to redrees past wrongs society has reduced the
advantages of the more powerftl and advantaged groups, and
has thus created tension and.controversyhence the require-
ment of affirmative action in the employment of women and
minority group members and in the allocation of money and
other resources to increase their educationaldpportunity.
Several principles are being applied. Past injustice must
be righted, even at the cost of discomfort and inconvenience
to the present generation which, while not 'responsible for
the past injustice, profits frOm it. The groups which.have
been favored in the recent,past must accept some:reductions
in the name of justice. /The practical problem is how fast
and how far these changes should ,be made (Havighurst, 1976, p. 25).

The decade of the 1970s is experiencing an uneasy
equilibrium among three sets of rights--those of the
individual, of heretofore disadvantaged groups, and of
socia; institutions designed to serve a postindustrial
society. ,Conflicts over righ*become settled; bal-
ancing these three sets of righfs. No one of them has
been chosen for preference by American society (p. 28).
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*.GRADUATE AND EROFESSIONAL SCHOOL' ADMISSIONS: SOCIAL AND LE(AL CONSIDERATIONS

Introduttion,

-

In some respects, "discrimination" iS.it Alie'very.heart ofthe colle'ge admission.

process. 'And, in the selection of students for graduate or professional programs,

the application of Admittance criteria becOmes a matter'with potential mor and

legal ramification's: Because only a limited number of class
4
bpenings'ar available

in such professional schools as those of meatine And laW, institutions f higher

educatitn have attemptgd to develop suitable means of.determining the.most qualified

of the candidates pr entrance. But how many can be accepted in light of increasing

instructional costs? Who will. decide-and for hat reasOns--that one person will bea.

preferred over another? And does the preference extended for Admission imply a

-
Similar consideratiOn for graduation? PreViously applied standards of evaluation

have encountered serioui criticism during the last dedade: being'at first considered

barriers to the progress of minorities and wonien, then later as methods of imposing

quotas leading to "invidious reverse discrimination" against white males.
A

Motivated by a sense of Obligation to expand educational opportunities for all .

segments of society, university administrators who sought altetnatives to more

traditional admission procedures soon realized the difficulties involved. To ensure

'that an adequate provision was made for less piepared.students (generally those who

had suffered from discrimination'dnd had received,an inferior education)", admissions
A

committees adjusted nuAlli'Ous requirements and set aside specific places for those

applicants who were to be rharded as special." In so doing, however,,certain

others were denied access to graduate or professional education although their

qualifications appeared to be sufficient. Their challengeS to existing admission

policies and techniques have reached the 6ourts, notably the Cases of.Marco'DeFunfs

'and Allan Bakke;- while the former case was declared moot by the U.S. Supreme Court,

the Latter awaits a hearing during the 1977-78 terms of the Court.

)



Graduate and Professional AdMissions
1

Even though graduate school enrollment has shown a decline of over-two percent

in 976: according to the COuncil'of Graduate Schools, profe iona1 schools'are

still operating...at record levels of class size. And the treme dOus demand for

admittance to medical,nd legal educaabh-haseentirip,ed_togrow: Daniel Greenberg .(1917)

has reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education that, despite the facCiat-Medi-oal

school enrollment.in the United States stands at 57,000 today as compared to 33,000

-in 1968, first-year applicants are being rejected at a rate of approximately 5 percent.

/
-

Less than-one-half of those who reapply are accepted. So intense is the c etition

for medical degrees, writes Greenberg, that.thousands of rejected ap

1
ica are

entering foreign institutions for training7-with the hope of one day returning to an

American univereity. To faCilitate this process, Congress passed the Health

Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976 which would compel U.S. mediCal schools

to welcome those who had studied abroad, if their qualificatins were adequate; refusal .

to do so would result in financial penalization of the universities. The turmoil which

this law has caused to date centers around its obvious threat to inStitutiOnal

autonomy in the settingof-admissions standards. For the moment however, its

implementation has been delayed and attempts are being made to, render it impotent'.

The bulging enrollments of medical schools have not had a detrimentaf effect on-
_ .

the market for physicians; the sare cannot be said,*though, abo&other fields.
,

Already a glut exists in many subject areas for Ph.D.s who wish to teach. Mike

Meuser (1977) has recited a potentially similar case for lawyers, whd by the year.

2000 may experience a greatly overcrowded profession. Opportunities which were once
-a

available to the attorney are becoming more limited. Much the same can be said for

a number of professional endeavors.

All of this pesoimism would seem to suggest the necessity of a severe

curtailment in accepting prospective students. Harold Orlahs (1975) has epoken of

6
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4 "the fatuity of credentialing everyone and everything" and of the questionable trend

. of equating certification with competence. While "the case against limiting enroll-

ment in teacher .0111,6-ati ani.and .;;.agle; 1976) has beentitrgued in the Phi Delta
a

Kappan, the'questio

"".

tc5 any prograta in'

it or in getting a j

this. -conce.ption of "ac

or not "students shotild have freedom of 'access

ersitie's, irrespective of difficultie's in completing

'). 'eferry Herndon (1976) has voiced, hte,bpposition to
. . .

freedbm," calling ii 'naive in assuMIng the lack of

admissions standards and a cruel 4.1.caax in maintainin&the student's freedom to pursue ,

'a career Which may hala no future,...,,
,.. ...'

Addressinithe same issue, Howard Bowen (1974) has descAbedq1gher education as_ .

a "growth inthistry" having considerable ability to respond to the khangingseconomy.

Since manpower needs cannot be absolutely predicted, unwise limit ions on enrollments

may be.counterproductive. In addition, three moral issues Are pr sent: (1) the

r

freedom of personal choice inliOlecting areas of study; (2)'the v ue of educatiOn.

beyond the acquisition bf vocational skill§4 (3) tha importance f the directing of

technology by educated "people of vision and sensitivity." "Thellimits 'Of 'education

are 'set," reasons Bowen, ."not by the dimensions of the jobs we sisNaround us.but by-
,

the capacity of human beirlts to learn." .Further, ". . . educatibn would touch people

of all backgroqnds and aspirations gnd its content would encompass all aspects of

life" (p. 157).

To yet'another advocate of the importance of gra'duate-level education, tha.

market approach to program maintenance can lead to difficulty. John Millett (1974),,

however, has expressed the view that in an era of dwindling retources graduate

education must lead to instrumental accomplishment as well asintellectual satisfaction

and development. More students will, of necessity, be attending instAutionapart

time to receive advanced degrees; effort will be expended on Tiore "practical" projects.

,Above all else, though, will be a general revitalizatibn of post-baccalaureAte stugy,

'from the admissions,process to the final certificationr

7 e
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In most.Americamuniversities, Committees designated by e president, the

.
.

facaty governing body, or the academic departments themselV meet to evaluatwthe

credentials of applicants. Usually the cbmposition o.4 these bodies is such that

-

differing viewpoints are represented; several minority group members (either faculty

or students) are now frequently added fior balance.

Those who are confronted with the arduous task of selecting students for

zradtate' or professional education generally seek suitable guidelines to facilitate
0

the process. Throughout the period imtediately following the emergence of the first

true graduate school at Johns Hopkins University in 1876, several :factors influenced

most admisSions decisions: Merit, financial well-bding, and social standing.. And,

,

in actuality, thesituation has not changed greatly over the last century. (What

changed,:according to John Duffy (1976, pp, 260-90), was,that entrance requirements

became considerably more stringent ;Direr the years: for example, not even athigh
4

sohool diploma was demanded of candidates by many medical schools.in the 1800s.

It was at Johns Hopkins in 1893 th-at. the requirements of a college degre2t and a

knowledge of Freneh and German set the precedent for' the identification of qualified;b

applicants. Also during this time; the National Association of Medical pofleges'begap:

to expedt member sChools to administer examinatidtp for a Abraham FleXner's-
, ..0

indictment of medical education, published in 1919, further influencpd thejiirofession

to move toward higher standards. Interestingly enough,,m6men--who had been admitted

_to major medical 6olleges such'as Syracuse (1870) and Michiegan (1871)-were.bling .
s. .P

. systematically eXcluded by entrance polictes, so that the number'OgTemale plirsIdians

.--\Actually decreasesi during the early 1900s.)
,

- :,-. Intelligence, s-measured by standardized admission kests (for eXample, thbse in
. 4

. i :

t %the fields c) medicince,jlaw, and' business as well'ai the Graduate Retord Examination)
-.

Iiidergraduate grade'point average, remains the single most important driterlop
.

;

4for class selection. But, eSpecially for thosein professional studies, an. emphasip



* on the applicant's_perseverance and leadership potential is not uncommon.
'

difficult tb assesS ,with any degree of-accuracy, the potential for "fttu success

5

'and.outstanding contributions" in the chosen profession is usually eva uated through
,/

committee intuitibn. Robert O'Neil (1975) believes that advocates of preferential

admisSions policies can make considerable Use of this conception: although perhaps

lacking in the quantifiable measures of abilit-Y, the mOority applicant maY become 1

a greater force for societal improvement than a nonminority person. Justice Douglas,

however, sought tO reftte this argument:in hid' dissent in the DeFunis (1974) case.

In his view, the need for capable lawyers is substantial--regardless of their race;

black lawyers, for instance,,are not necessarily required by black clients. Another

expression of concern was articulated in the New England Journal of Medicine by

Bernard Davis (1976): "It seems time for medical faculties to ask whether we have

been.properly balancing our obligation to promote social justice with our primary,'

obligation to protect the public, interest, in an area in which the public cannot

protect itself" (p. 1119).

(RecentRy, controversy over the remarks 'of Health, Education and Welfare

/Secretary Joseph Califano led to his,subsequent statement of clarification ("Califann

admits error,"'1977). Califano had ed prefe'rential.hiring and admissions

policies fol? minorities and women-- quotas--to reverse long-practiced

diScrimination. But the result" butd rom educators.prompted his change to the

mord moderate view of recommending special training courses and intensive...recruitment.

A second factor; the ability to ay, has had a.way of opening up positioneoEin

graduate schools across America. At thp turn, of the century those with the financial

resources to support themselves (and often the program-itself) were granted admission

ra her quickly: The reasons were indeed pragmatic:, without operating funds no

pr pective scholars could receive educational benefitAr What.harm would be done by

admitting a less than bright apPlicarip if an endowment tc the campus was forthcoming

9
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upon his graduation? Sach "subjective" standards continue to be utilized with
.)00

justification by committees, perhaps, but a trend.toward "ascertainable" criteria

is growing. Yet anbther significarft effect on professional school admissions is

that of scholarship and fellowship availability. These grants of money to sustain

idandidates for degrees.controlsthe academic program to a rather great extent.

Without funds, féwer,stpdentth may enrolli resalt.ing_419 he curtailment of Course

offerings and research' opportunities. The desirab4ity, thrfore, of finding

students who already possess grants_or_who will merit them is readily apparent
0

to admissfons officers%

Among the groups which are especially likely to receive federal funds foi

education are those characterized as minorities (black, SpalEish-surnaMed Americans,

American Indians) and women. And the adve t of"affirmative action programs has

given additional impetus.to *the demand,tor increa*d opportunities 141 ,higher education

for these previdusly disadvantaged person's. The bi'rth of this Concept can be traced
.

back as far as Franklin D. Roosevelt's anti-discrimination order for wartime weapons

plants; but the first use of the phrase "affirmative action'! was Kennedy's Executive

Order 10925. Under johnson, though, the full
;

r4 ram associated with the term

came into being with Executive Order 11266 of 1965.

And, although a specific part of the 1964 Civil(Rights ACt provided (Title VII,

Section 703) that preferential treatment is not reqLred to correct racial imbalances.

in occupational groups, the federal executive Actions have perhaps taken precedence

over the original legislation (Glazer, 1975, pp. /114-46). ir.loreover', the judicial

'IpterpretatiollOof the laws of Congress and Of the mandates of the,administrative

agencies has further modified the application of theibdsic principle, Even'the

Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Highei Educatioh ("The Carnegie Council,"

1976) issued a statement in August of 1975 calling federal -affirmativeactiodll
1

programs confused and chaotic. .The Council has recommended special programs io

10



improve the abilities o'f the disadvantaged but ha8 also observed that the most V

qualified candidates should be selected fithout regard to sex 'or race. Nevertheless,

Anstitutions, in the spirit of affirmative action, must be required to ."pursue

nondiscriminatory policies and to maintain relevant records that will be avaiTable

'on request" (p. 8).

Since the late 1940s, the role of women in graduate and professional education

has become more prominent. Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972

specifically prohibits sex cliscrimination in admissions policies for both graduate

and professional schools. Overt quotas which limit the numbet of women applicants,

"ostensibly fair,procedures which have a discriminatory effect," and seemingly fair

criteria w)lich are actually sex-bihsed---all are in Alolation of the existing law.

. Since both public and private institutions which receivelfederal monies in grants,

loans, or student aid are inluded, virtually .no exemption is possible (Sandler, 1975).

Furthermore, the implications of the Equal Rights Amendment, should it be ratified,

will be significant:throughout higher education. It would Seem that even in the area

of admissions 'the impact will be'substantial: although much of the discrimination of

the past.has disappeared and women} are accepted as being genuinely interested in the

professions, selection committees are still subject to bias against women,

especially mothers (Roberts, 1973): .

Admissions decisions are also affected.by applicant characteristics, "other than

race or sex, 414ch are sometimes overlpoked. Place of residence has historically

been a fac l'aethd selection processes of many schools. In a number of cases,,

preferenc9-roel.hei,n-state appliclints s required by state statute. Tennessee, for

example 1.!8'4,i4OL
-

2associated-VA 'ara overhelming majority of "local" students is frequently criticized,

%institut OR \re' still tended ta select "known quantities." rather than incur the

wrath o

strict in this regard. Even though the parochialism

.frv:

sfileased publit. Recent supreme Court decisions, too, have.reenforced

1 1
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a state'e right to discriminate on the basis o personal residence. )lot ehallenged,

at least for the present, is the university's right to give preference-to those

returning from military sexvice. Special .consideration has been given veterans fdr

a
some time (notably in the "G.I. Bill"); but thOissue was not raised ip DeFanis

although the University of Washington had shoWn favoritism towa'rd this gpfoup.

Lastly; a variety of other influential factors have had at.least some bearing in

committee recommendations: religion (particularly in the early 1900s), personality,

and alumni or political pressure on behalf of an applicant.*

Relevant Points of Law

$ A
Certain cases and points'of law seem to reoccur in briePS relating to admissions

questions. The first of these concerns,the nature of higher education itself: is it

a right or a Privilege? While the definitive answer does not yet,existi, guiaance can

be round in the Healy v. James (1972) decision in which the Court held the First

Amendment rights of a campus dissident group could not be denied by 'administrators.

However, Gellhorn and Hornby (19.7h, p. 998) have observed that, although higher

education is now subject to constitutional scrutiny (a demise of the right-privilege

\distinction), "the donstitutional rights of a citizen are not necessarily carried \

unmodified through the campus gates." Further, "in determining what procedures are

required in the admissions process, then, the courts will consider the impact of

thgse procedures on the educational environment" (p. 999). In a-previous ruling,

Sterns v. Malkerson (1971), the Court stated that, while higher education is of

great value, it cannot be equated with food, clothing, shelter; or rights of a.

fundamental nature. Thus, a difference remains--although not to the degree it once

was. As the high school diploma before it, the college.degree could be considered

a neceseity. Even here, though, uncertainty exists: in Griggs v. Duke.Power Company

(1971); the validity of requiring possession of a high'school diploma by a Worker

was called into question.

1 2
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Whenever an appe
...

1. is made in a Case involving denial ,of admission, ihvariably

.
.

, .

.

.

Fourteenth Amendmentorights are.mentioned. Designed to' ensure that former slaves
.

. I

co d_becote citizens with basic civil rights, this Amendment to the Constitutiqn.

was
% .

roposed in 1866-and prOclaited in 1868. Its due process and equal protection

claq'pes-have had significant impactin the jears since their stateMent: ".'. . nor
_

.

snail ahy S-rate deprive a.ny person.of life, liberty, or property, witholit due process

i
.

of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the'equal protection Of the

.

. law0." By specifically mentioning the state,,the Amendment CareCts thestate, tO

: proVide the right8 listed in the due.process clause of the Fifth Amendment,. which,
.

re1at he tederal goVernment's responsibilities.,
,

,

It is wise to difterentiate between "procedural" and "substahtive" de .process.
.

'Concisely (Hobbs, .1976), "'procedural' di4e process . . ..concerns,the fairness of the

steps that are taken inI the adjudication of a dispute or in the application of a
a

sanction." lt? contrast'to thip, "substantive due process . . . speakS of the

reasonableness, the rel tedness, of the criteria used in reaching. a determination
0

.in the case" (p. 1.08) As Hobbs has noted, the attacks on affirmative.action

programs and admissions procedures frequently utilize the due process clause in

Maintaining that protec ion guarantees have been violated through the application.

of legally impermissible criteria.

For higher education and its relationship to the Fourteenth Amendment, two

cases in 'particular should be ment,ioned. Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education

(1961) represented a truly noteworthy point in the application,of the due process

principle. The Fifth Circuit Court recognized that state-supported educational

institutions are subject to the constitutional requirements of the Fourteenth

Amendment; specifically, a statement of charges or reasons for the college's

. action should be given to the parties involved ana the opportunity for ahearin

should be made available. Even though this decision relatA to aninstance in which

,4

4 3
e
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the civil. righk:a of black-students were infringed because of their protek demonstratior

the judicial treatment .of those dismissed served as a'model in tases,conceKning the

deprivation of.a."valuable'personal interest." Gellhorn and Worhby (1974) have

remarked that the Dixon guidelines for.school officials have become almOst universally.

followed as the minimhm exi6ected--a1though the Supreme Court itself did not make

the ruling.

,

The second case which direetly relates to due pecicess inthe,academe is that

of Roth v. Board of Regents (1972). Roth, -a nont:enured professor who had not been

'rehired, filed suit,in vder to return to his position. But, according to Hornby

(197), "constitutional protection-under the due process,clause,is, by its terms,

ett,'ended only to those ,deprived,of 'life, liberty, or property' (p. 23): _In

the Court's-opinion, these condltiona were not deemedio be Present; hence, Roth

did not succeed in his cise. There exist's, it would'appear, a threshold of property

interest whiChissubject to interpretation. The applicability to.admishions issues.

msts, then, on.thepe grounds: . tor the Court'defined prOperty in terms of

justified expeetation, ratherthan posseasion,and recoghized that a person's fiberty is

affected by a severe restriction of hisalternative8" (p. 223).

Similar difficulties in analysis are possible in an examination of the equal

protecti/on clause as well. Interestingly enough, while the clause was designed to end

various forms of radial discrimination against the,freed sl es, the initial uSe of

importance was'in protecting the rights of4inese'1aUndrymen in,California (O'Neil,

1975, p. 71). Over the years, it has been invoked in numerous ase8, notably in.

Harlan's dissent in Plessy V. Zerguson (1896) and in Brown i. Board of EdUcation

(1954), to secure the rights of minorities in society.

Criticizedeby some, lauded by Others, the ever-inGreastng.ePplioatten of

the due process and equal protection concepts is changing instituiiondlPolicies.

Adcertainable standards, fair Snd open practices, proper and eufficient opportunities.

11



have beoome watchwords for administrators. Although undue optimism is not

suggested, one writer has offer6d this encouragement:

"Due process of:law," that eluslive legal concept which haS
come to insure some degree of fairness in student-university
relationships, has not yet stifled the academic process. To

the contrary, it may even prove te be a,device by which new
vitality and meaning are introduced into relationships among
faculty members, administrators, arid students (Caldwell, 1970,

P. 265).-

An investigation of the constitutionality, of such university programs a4

preferential admissions requires an understanding of the appropriate standards.

To schOlars of constifItional law, such as Robert O'Neil (1975), three options or

tests exist in the application of the Fourteenth Amendment to discrimination cases:

....(1) the Per Se, (2) the Rational Basis, (3) the Compelling State Interest.

The Harlan opinion in'the Plessy case 'is an example of applying the Ear se

test to a raCial queStion. Justice Harlan adamantly stated that "the Constitution

is color.blind" and that the Fourteenth Amendment's protection Precludes Use of

race to differentiate between people in determining benefits, rights, or privileges.

In other'wordis racial classifications are 2.21. se'invali4 and unconstitutional. Here
,

K

lies the fu damental.argument of mo st attacks on "reverse di scrimination"'and

preferential admissionsIpolicies.

Can race b4onsidered a valid criterion when it is used benignly? Or can it

never be constitutionally employed to separate peisdhs? No answer is poSsible at
s,

this time as recent Court decisions have notbeen conclusive. On the one hand, a

staunch supporter of preferential programs, Hunter Boylan (1973), has maintained ,

that the precedents established by the Court in promoting school integration 6-

,

"indicate that the,law recognizes a duty to overcome the effectsbf previous

discrimination as clearly as it recognizes the responstMlity to avoid present acts

or discrimination" (p. 174). According to Boylan; guidelines should be forthcoming

which will rectify the Present condition of uncertainty. But; on the other hand,
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of the critics of special treatment for certain groups, none has been more outspoken

than Carl Cohen. (1975) whao.elievestkat such practices would eventuallY destroy the

principles of constitutional government. In,hia opinion, '"preference by race is

malign; its malignity has no clearer or more fitting name than racism. 'Ilidespread

in American universities, this well-meant racism will indeed be found, upon reflection, .

, to deny the'equal protection of the laws" 4).-141).

The second test stands as the opposite of the first. Its supporters. maintain
e

that the Constitution does not prohibit classifications is there is any "rational

basis" given by the state for them. All that is recessary is that some logic for

the law or procedure be deMonstratedhowever superficial or unupual the yationale

may appear. If the state telieves the public interest is served by. "positive" ,

discrimination between racial groups, then it is permissible liter the Fourteenth

Amendmentor-so the argument goes. The "rational basis" test,hae been applied in

)

welfare cases, in advertising disputes, and in other expressions of societal concrn

. for human weli-being. But this standard must not be used unless it is absolutel

certain that no harm will result: ."Governmental power to classify on the basis of

race is dangerous. Todayt minority may become tomorrow's majoritgrand' vice

versa" O'Neil, 1974, P. 933).

Of the three approaches, to the issue, the last is rece ind the most attention.

-

Whenever the state can adequately prove that A "compelling interest",motivates its

t,

' actions, it then can establish a reasonable course to follow. As to what could be

shown to be "compelling" remains in doubt; O'Neil (1975, 0. 86) has.observed that

the Supreme Court has yet to declare that a classification meets the requirements.

I The time for'such a ruling is fast approaching, however, for in the case of

Vlandis v. Kline (1973), the Court indicated that the state'has a legitimate interest

in using residence as a factor ih tuition assessment.,

How can the idea of "compelling interest" be incorporate4cC/Into a defense of ,

16
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preferential admissions? O'Neil (19757'
,

Rp.i 811-9M-has supplied the details:

--
(1) Ensure that the classification'scheme,is*60tal?le under te Fourteenth

.:-.

Amendment. Equal protectionomuat exis for all, althbugh cOnsideration can be taken

bf past.injusticeswhich necessitate oorrective actions. (2) 'The interest of the

, state and its citizens must be of prime importance. Financial concerns can be of

significance; and,clearly the educational programs must shOw benefit from the.

classification process. (3) The relatidnship between the scheme ot classification

and the state's interest should be shown without question to be thoroughly "rational."
-

If race'is the crlterion forejudging, why is it so used? This must be proven to the

efitisfaction of the courts. (4) The.results desired by the'state can be bbtained by

no other means.. The goal of increasing the number bf minority.members in the legal or

S.

medicalaprofessions (or women in these areas, for that matter) can,be met only by
. .

,. .

specifYpg,l.that a particular number of applicants will be of a certain race or sex.

Unive6ities and governmental agencies are', consequently, themselves "Compelled" to.

produce QvIcience ighich will verify the preceding statement.
441

'Aleses of Note: DeFunts, Bakke, et al. .

ft

DeFunis v. Odegaard (1970: Among the pertinent casea of the past which have

.

had a bearing. on arguments in DeFunis are the following: in Plessy' v. Ferguson (1896)

the SupreMe Court stated the "separate but equal" doctrine in'a.11oWing segregation

of Public facilities for promotion of the,general good, leading to Justice Harlan's

dissentthat 'Hour Constitution is color blind, and neither knows nor tolerates

classes among citizens"; in McLaurin v. Oklahoma State, Regents (1950) the Court4:

with Vinson as Chief Justics-ruled that segregated"blassroom and study facilities

. /.
impaired the ability of a black graduate student to pursue hit profession; in

Sweatt v. Painter (1950) the Court went beyond the physical facilities argument and

declared the Texas Negro Law School inferior to the Texas Law School in "those

-qualities incuable op(' objective measurement," including traditions and prestige;

17
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in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka '(1954), the landmark case in education

the Warren Court declared that segregated education and the resulting discrimination

deprived minority persons of equal protection under the law and that "in public

education the doctrine of separate but equalhas no place."

Horle and Thompson (1968) have described the effect Of the 1954 decision on

admissions policies, suggesting that most cdses can be judged on whether the equal

proteCtion guarantees.have'6en,tobeerved by institutions'. (Twos unusual rulings have

been given in their discussiOn1, in 1958 and 1960 it was-held by Texas courts that

"se?c as a basis fOr legal,legitlative clapsification was Constitutional" and ruled

that a woman plaintiff's denial of admissiOn was not a violation of her Fourteenth

-
Amendment rights.) The road to DeFuhis is tarked by numerous other decisions of

significance; nevertheless, it alone

. . . provided the first opportunity for ah explicit statement
on whether, under the equal 'protection claUse of the Fourteenth
Amendment,.race can be taken'into account voluntarily by a state
when previous discrimination has not been proved (Hornby, 1975, P 217).

It has been this case, more than ahy other in recent merilory,. Which has

captured the attention of educators in graduate and professional schools. Perhaps

this is so because a school of law itself figures prominently and because a

constitutional question of considerable import is deeply involved. At tti; root of

the controversy lies the University of Washington Law School's denial of admission._

in 1971 to Marco DeFunis, a magna cum laude graduate oT.the University and a

resident of the state. Although he was subsequerytly offered admission to fOur.i.

other law schools, DeFunis chose to contest his rejection by the school he preferred

for reasons of location and reputation. It was not that the University of Washington

'found him totally unqualified, rather that it had but 150 first,year openings.and

1601 applItcants in the fall of 1971--the trend toward increased social conCern as well

as the hope of economic success had made.the study of laW exceedingly pbpular. .

18
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AlthOugh DeFunis hakan undergraduate grade point avei.age of 3.62 (3.71 in his

junior and senior years), his initial score on the Law School Admission Test was

not outstanding; he took the test three times, however, making 668 on the last

attempt. 'This score placed him in the upper seven percent of'tOose cotpleting the

test nationally, but--and this is crucialhis three scores were 'averaged, thus
r , ,

1

reducing his overall standinq. .While O'Neil (1975; p. '9) has affirmed tills techniqUe

- . .
,

.

as standard, several others in the legal profession saw fit to disagree in their
, .

briefs to the Court. (A critique of the LSAT was included in the dissent of
la.

Justice Douglas (DeFttnis p. 1719): the test, in his'yiew, reflects a definite

slant toward t'he,"traditional" applicant; usually whlte and upper middle class. ,

He has proposed the invention of other measures which wctuld take into aCcount

personal background, perception, and group compatibiltty; "a law school," he has

asserted, "is not bound by any.legal principle to admit students by mechanical

criteria which are insensitive to the potential of such an applicant which may be

realized in a more hospitable environment" (p. 1719).)
4

Using his adjusted LSAT score, GPA, and writing test results, the law school!s

admissions committee calculated a predicted first-year a/erage of 76.23 for DeFunis.

Since an average had been prepared tor each applicant, tfle selection process consisted

first,of grOuping by score and then'o'f inviting the applicants for interviews

according to rank. Those who had left the program because of military service were

allowed to reentdr, decreasing the availablellasa position's. .For the fall term, .

275 applicants were accepted with 55 additional persons noted. as alternates; DeFUnis

was not placed in either category, even thoUgh 180 students had lower grade point

averages (and no graduate work in political science as he had done). In addition,

44 of the 275 peryns admitted were minox1ities.36 'of whom had predicted law school

grade averages significantly lower than t at of DeFunis; 48 nonminority applidants

with lower averakes weir admitted,--23 of these returning veterans.
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What ,hadroccurred, DeFunts learned, was that whenever an application'forM

indicated a minority, person this request for admittance was given to a special,

subcommittee. Regardless of their test Scores, these applicants were considered :

fdr preference based andotheir potential contributionS to the school.and the,

profession bécause of their race (usually black). Unfortuna4ely for the institution,

methods of record-keeping were poorly organized; DeFunis had.the opportunity tb make

a strong case on several points, including procedure and equal protection.

'two weeks after hislastrefUsal of admission, DeFunis instructed hii attorhey'
, r

to file suit for his admittance to the law school and for damages against Charles

, Odegaard and others.representing the University. of Washington. (According t8

,

Karin Abarbanel (1976,1):21), Dr..0degaard, retired piesident of the University,
&

,

is currently preparing'a comprehensive study for the Macy Foundationson.the efforts

of 40 medical schools to inCrease the enrollment,of mority students.) -Believing

that he had been discriminated aFainst'because of his not being&a, minority student,
;

DeFUnis sought to prove the unconStitutionality of the committee's actiOns. His
A

Jewish background was to be cited in many arguments;-for it had been'this ethnic

group which had suffered much over the years in higher education. Indeed, as
.,,.

John Rnffy,(1976, pp. 289-90) has observed, in the medical schools many universities
Z

.
..

used subterfuge to'limit the.number o.f Jewish students; Harvafd in1919, for example,.

/ .\$1placed a quota on Jews to maintain "a proper balazre."
/ A

. t
/ .

. .

The case of DeFUnis v. Odegaard next went tO the Superior Court in Seattle.and

the discussion continued:
).

When Judge Shorett found the DeFUnis/case on hid docket, he
went to the law books in search of precedent. He quickly discovereg
there.was no Supreme Court decision in p int. The absence of consti-
tutional guidance was surprising, for th issue had been much dis-4
cussed in the press and in law jOurnals (O'Neil, 1975, p. 71).

In this "case of first imPression," Shoretit 1u1ed for the plaintiff DeFUnis.

Having been previously allowed to enter the law school by court order, DeFunis
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continued to attend classes as the. University appealed. 'After a lengthy study, the."'

Washington Fupreme Court issued its opinion ib favor of the.'institlition: ruled
.

,

: as follows: DeFUnis indeed had "standing," aRersonal.stake.in 10 outcom of the
.

.

-
, -% 1.

,Nctionsyconsideration /of iqce ig: admassions was riot a 13er se violation of the
. .

0

.
° ,

.
.

.

. .
. ,

.

equal .protec?taon-clause; the.law iChoOl bad to prove q..colnpening. interest Tor,its

.
,

, 1° '1 .

policies; the efforts made op. behalf.of.minorities were'not-undepstitutIonal; no

. ,
') _

. -
.

reason existed for the p 'titirf to equest coLbsideration because of Mii-residence
,

\

ief from this Judgment;. Justid Jouglas
,. .

n the state..,DeFunis,

.anted a stay, pending.Sup

. TileSupreMe Court .deci ion hya fiVe to four vote on April'23, 1974, was .
. ,

,
N P '

somewhat Une>tpected-: the case was declared'moot because DeFunig-ihhd nearly

completedhis course of study. Jvtices Douglas and Brennan strongly disagreed

with Zile opinion, both advocating an answer be provided for the isueyYtSed.

6
Perhaps, as sdme have commented, the Court."ducW,hard cases; Pobn r (1975),

though, has noted that the judgment of.mootness was much mdre_reasonableithan

Brennan:s criticism-of it. Hobbs. (1976) hag written that if was Most fdr,pinate
A

that a hasty.decision was not reached,on such a poorly prepared case; "Kirp and

*-Yudof (1974) have concluded that the non-decision was perhaps a blessing since'

it allowed institutions to continue to use discretion, an oCcasion "when the

1

Supreme Court is wise not to dxercise its pterogative to haye the final word

concerning the constitutional merlts of a policy . . ." (p. 26). iut the problems

'introdubed were not put to lest: the 64 organizatiOns which sponsored 26 "friend
4'1

of the court" briefs on DeFunis testify to the concern of minorities, labor unions,

professional societies, businesses, arid schools.

Writing in the Virginia Law Review, O'Neil'(1974, PP. 9)42-48) has attempted to

substantiate a government's--or university's-Treasons for granting preference on

racial grounds:. (1) increasing minority involvement on the campus and in the
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professiOns;-(20 reducing the effect of di4criminatory entrance examinees nd

traditiOnal standards of admission; (3) atoning for past injustices.to minoriiaes;. .

(4) meeting,the requirements emended by affirmatri-ve-ee41-en legislation dhpip guide=
2 e
,.

lines; :(5) providing a more ktpica. model of a multi-ractal-soCiety in the professional,

.:, school. vill f.

,lk

.WhilenOt directly replying, to O'Neil, RichardPosner (1975, pp:..7-3,9) has

T\
taken issue with.sihilar justifications of reverse discriMlnation. . His arklysis

-

is as follows: (1) there is simpiy'no basis for the-contention that standard
It

admissions predictors are invalid for minoriti (2) the.racial itifT oT

the student body is not.a factor in promoting real iversity-'-re es ere difficult

to determine with preoision,,whereas a knowledge of sOciOeconomic levels would bp

y,

useful in choosing students; (3) in !many cases, previous'discrimination against

Minorities onhe part of the institution'has notprovdn, eliminating the necessity

of remediation; (4) no evidencoe is to be found that by increasing the number ,of(

minority prOfessionals the problens Of disadva:nteed groups will be significantly.
!!.

reduced, for even the "role-Model" rationale is of doubtfuly'alidity.
.1

Posner has concluded that institutions have turned to such admissions methods
a

as those lised by the University of Washington primarily to appdase a smail--but

vocal--group of dissatisfied st)udents.and faculty. Rather then being motivat d'by

the ddsire for diversity and justice, administrators fol owed the.easiest wa to:

reduce the pressure of affirmative aotion: establi ng arbitrary quotas with a

questionable racial categorization imposed by biaseg committees. A harsh judgment-,

Perhaps, in light of the history of minorities,especially blacks--in America.

(Prejudlce"with ts effect on educational opportunity has surely contributed,

for example, to the deplorable lack of black physicians, Aithough several freed

slaves were able to take their degrees abroad in such schools as the University of .

Glasgow, few-were even admitted to Northern institutions. Howard University in-.
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*shington, D.C., Tec.am the first rea]fchance for blackS to receiVe medical educatiqn

after 'ts opening in 1867..: By the early 1900s, several additional-Schools had been

e

found d, btt only one-.-Meharry in Nashville--wasable to.survive this period of

financial stress.' As late as 1942, there were but 3 0 black physicians in America; .''

years earlier, ih.1910, the nuMber had been 3LLO9 rhe gain-was slight,'to s,ay the

e .

least;" blacks would not be regularly.accepted as doctors until thil rignts

movement-of the 1960s-(Nify, 1976, pp. 284-88).)

One aspect,of DeFunis which has been often,neglected rtgards his initial claim,

to'preferentiAl treatment because of his status. as a Washington resident. Statutory

provisions in this particular state do not provide for'favored admission to institution!

-
for residents/taxpayers. As isthe,case in most universities though, a,higher fee

-/
.is assessed,Jmnresidenstudentt great irony. of DeFunis 1s the dual nature.of ,

,

h.;p,plea, dvdcatipg2certain types of "discrimination" (place of retidence) but( /
.,*.41-..: ..!

.,,.., 4 i 71.7. ;4: .,..,-.
,

dace othe4,61ibe). This issue was,effectively eliminated by the trial and 'state l
\

courts; it wAs not,,a factor in briefs to the Supreme CouTt (Hobbs, 1976, P. 110).

Before disposing of it "altogether, .however, the residence0criterion.r.
.) ....

i

worth adddtional attention.' Since a statelitaxpayers cintribute greatly to'its

higher educational programs, they and their children shouldbe given-"first rgfusal"

on admittance to state institutions--accordingitq one viewPfloint. The opposiN

opinion would,take note of the important role of federal financing and would assert

t-he right of American citizens to attend any public school.for which they were
.,

qualified, gpaCe permitting.. At least three Cases\pf interest relate tO the
,;,

problem (Hanson and Liethen, 197)4: in ShaP ro y. Thompion (1969) the Court hsld ,

that a state one-y.par durational residency Tiquirement,for welfare payments was

unconstitutional.since it unreasonably burdened the,rightiof interstate travel and

-
deptil<ed individuals of basic rights; in. Starna V. Malkerson. (1971) a Federal court

. r

rejected a Shapiro-based claimthat nonresident'tuition interferdd with the right
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to interstate travel, observing-that higher education is not a fundamentalfright.

npd.that a ration4 basis exists for higher fees for nonresident students;_in

.Vlandis v. Kline (1973) the Supreme Court ruled that states may establish reasonable

criteria to determine in-state status for tuition purposes bUt also that duB process

fflust be heeded by allowing students to become residents if requirements are met.

For the present, therefore, d isions have beendirected at tuition differentials,

.not at residency as a condit on for admissibn to university programs.

#

Bakke.v. the Regents,of,the University of California (1976): Afterttle DeFunis

case was declared moot university administrators began to await the next .strong

challenge to "affirmative .discrimination," which Bakke has

Allan Bakke, a white engineer, was denied admission to the_

UniversiV of California at Davis in both 1973 and,,1974. Because of the tremendous

demand for admittance (2644 applicants in 1973, 3737 in 1974), the selection

comAittee was faced with rejecting most of those who applied. One hundred openings

were all that were available each year; 16 of these were to be reserved for qualified

proven to be (Wangl'1976).

Medical 9chool of the

minority students who had experienced--byoreason of their racethe effects of

indirect disprimination. Bakke maintained that his qualifiCations (a' grade point

averape oci1.51, MCAT subtest percentiles of 96, 94, 97, and 72, a Combined rating

of 468 out of 500 in 1973 and 549 out of 600 in 1974) were in reality, superior

to those of many of the minority students, choaen. His record was recognized to the

a

e?ctent that he was invited for interviews; nonetheless, he was not accepted although

a number of minority applicants with much lower ratings were admitted.

To reVerse the committee's decision, Bakke filed suit in June of 1974,.claiming

thatAheghiversity nad Vlolated his equal protection rights by denying,nie admission

on the grounds of race.. Fearing an unfavorable result, the University filed a
r.

cross complaint for declaratory.relief. In its opinion of September, 1976, the
"WO

California Supreme Court stated that deprivation based Onrace is-not subject to
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.a less demanding standard of review under the Fourteenth Amendment merely because .

the race discriminated against is the majority rather than,the minority (Bakke, ,

./

pp. 680-82). Furthermore, the court observed that the University had no4_'

demonstrated a "compelling".interest in.ihe program by reason of past injustices

to minorities by the ingtitution.t.id that the Medital school fiad not shown that its

goals cou10 not be met in other ways.

Dissenting from the majortt4, view, Justice Tobriner maintained that preferential

admissions policies should be constitutionally permissible because they mitigate the

violations of minority rights which culturally biased te$ts and inferior schooling

have cauSed. Consideration of race is vital, in his opinion, to ensur'e "a diverse

student body, a desegregated profession, an integrated society."

When the University appealeO the California ruling (Bakke's admission-has

been stayed for the present), the feeling among minority rights organizations was

that the Davis medical school hadlprepared a "bad" case, actually hoping to lose.

The Chronicle of Higher Education (Watkins, 1977) has featured the growing uproar

associated with the case. The positive stateMents of Davis President Saxon notwith-

e'
stan ing, the prevailing attitude on campus has been that the defense of minority

admiss ons has not been competent. According to this recent report, fewer Minority--

black and Mexican-American--students are requesting admission,to the University's'

graduate and professional programs. One law student haa commented that the

California ruling in Bakke ". . . can and will be used to maintain the status 211:2

of tradi;ionally whita1epledical and le al professionals" (p. 4). But thecase,

others have suggested, may offer an excellent opportunity to reexamine and improve

access forall disadvantaged groups

. It nowappears that Bakke will be argued before the Supreme Court-during either

the fall 1977 or the spring 1978 term. A former Solicitor General who is presently

'a Harvard .lay professor, Archibald Cox, has been selected to assist the University's
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attorneys. Responsible for a brief supporting. preferential admissions in DeFunis,
.1

Cox is expecAird to stress the "distinctive contribution to the professiod" and the

"diversity of back:Founds" reasons for special programs. This viewpointhas been,
,

presented by the president ot HarVard, Derek Bok, on televiSion's "Meet the Press."

Commenting,at length)on the case, Bok stated that the courts err whenever'they say .

41.

race is not relevant in professional school,admissions.. Institutions, he concluded,
. ,

must determine for themselves the nature of their minority student programs; further,

'"judges, good,as they are, do net have Yntimate, firsthand experience in the nuances

and subtleties of the admissions process, and therefore should,not impose rigid

kequirements on minority admissions" ("Harvard President," 1977, p.

As to the probable verdict, pertinent decisions of the Supreme Court under

Burger haVe not been extremely predictable: in Griggs v. Duke Power Company (1971)

uniformly applied standards--culturally biased tests, diplomas--were declared

discriminatory and illegal,if they disproportionally affect minorities and they

cannot be proven to indicate factors essential to occupational tasks; in

Albemarle Paper v. Moody (1975) standards for employment were rejected unless

thorough criterion validation of all required tests was accomplished, lest policies

penalize minorities; in Washington v. Davis (1976), however, a police department

test of ability was ruled acceptable even though four times the number of blacks

ailed it as whites. But:the laet decision cannot betaken,: according to Malcolm

herman (1976), as proofthat the Court has abandoned its "anti-intellectual,-

pro civil rights" stand on issues of valid employment (and admission) standards.

Washington involved a federal-agency.not subject to the 1964 Civil Rights Act at

the time cdthe Original trial;'hence the Supreme Court isStited, Olat constitutional

requirements of equal prptection in:,employment were not applicable in the mannor

indicated by th Civil Rights Act. But the recently extended coverage Of the Act

Would suggest that crilperia in conflict with the Court's concept of "fait and

4
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bontdiscriminatory" practices will remain suspect: "Whether .one likes it or not,"

Sherman hap written "intellectual values and standards and internal policie-s of

institutions have been labeled as civil rithts issues over which courts and government

agencies have acquired significant jurisdiction" (p. 40).

An opinion announced March 1, 1977, by the Supreme Court raay provide additidnal

Ansight: in United Jewish Organizations v. Carey (1977) the_use of quotas And the
,

asaignment ot electoral districts solely on the basis of race to bettpr reapportion

an area were deemed permissible. Racial,awareness is legislative reapportiontheilt is .

04

not unconstitutional per se. Moreover, theuse of racial crtteria is not confined'

to eliminating the effects of past discriminatory,districting;_the 'requirements of

r

the Voting:Rights Act demand cOrrective action as necessary; In this instande,,those
.4

who charged "reversei discrimination":-the members ot the Hasidic Jewish community in

'New York--did not receive relief; a similar.jUdgment could wellle rendered in-Bakke;.

though education--not redistricting--is,the question..

Not all of the problems which have arisen in the develoiDient of minority'

admissions'programa are of the same nature: Bakke's contention is someWhat different

from that of DeFunis: Another student at California-Davis, Glenn De Rondel-has

char&d the UniverRity withtias in not permitting him'to enter aw school'

("Reverse;Discriminationl" I9.75).'Accusing)the commit ee of rej cti him because of

both .his race. sti,'De Ronde has requested proof of hi lack of ualifications

'and has asked for adMiaSion, pending the Bakke decision.

Yet another case is thatc0f7hilip Di Leo who ieurwItl

the University of101otado Law.School under the Provisiong of
\

:

plan'(JacobsomM7)4Di'LeO seea'nothing wrong with the e

ng to enter

I admissions

f preference

nd justifiesto ""disadvint:iged"'students-indeed, he maintains that his own

.Alis qualifying as.a specia1applicant. But the rUb is that he an Italian-American

and 'not one of the minorities designated by-the University. In seeking an order that

27



The be adMitted, Di Led emphasizesthat such programs should not e clude persdks on.
. .

purely racial grounds as this is a violation ofthe equal protect on rights provided

under the Fourteenth Amendment.

To counter this argument, the Univesity of Colorado is preparing a brief whidh
Li

will stress the constitutionality of the program and the necessity of administrative

discretion in determining the beneficiaries of special treatmeq. The under-

representation of the specified groups in society, note university officialsl.is one

strong reason for such selectivity in choosing from the large pool.of "disadvantaged"

applicahts. For Di Leo to receive a favorable ruling would require that the

University's.special admissions programs found constitutional only When the

criteriN of race is not considered by the admitting committee.

It is apparent that each challenge to admissions procedures will be, as Posner

.(1,75) has said, different-in some particular and important aspect from DeFunis:4
a comprehensive-decision could'not.have been reachedat that timekalthough some

guidance,should have been provided.

ImplisationS for Higher Education

The significance oclitigation involving charges of discrimination and the

,attention.given-to the concept of due process is becoming increasingly evident

to university administrators. Although the eventual outcome of Bakke remains in

doubt, several conclusions as to'the proper.course of action by school officials

can be'drawn. A more thorough approach to "routine" admissions problems is

definitely required7-concern for correct procedure and proper documentation becomes'

mandatory. ,But before a yzing the particular,actions suggested by recent ,court

decisions,.one should take notice.ofother interesting phenomena in higher education

which relate to the issues at hand; - .

The tremendous force of what has been cAlled,the "donpumer protection movement"

is,reaching the campus, affecting undergraduate, graduate, an professional pragrams.
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Joan Stark (1976) has commented that consumerism is very much a part of the academic

world partly because.of the new clientele ih higher education (who are more socially

and economically concerned) and the impact of federal regulation.and legislation.

"The foundation of the consumer movement in education," apcording to Stark, "is the '

right of the individual student to be safe, to be informed, to Choose, and to be

: heard -those same rights defined by President Kenhedy in his 1962 consumer message

to Congress" (p. 2).

Treating the applicant for admission as a consumer who is about to "purchase"

goods is a relatively new approach for administrators, yet it would seem to be

expected. Programs must be accurately described, with standards for admittance

reasonably objective and open to exAm,3.9ation. In an overview of the legal aspects

of educational consumerism, John Manóuso (1976) has,written about the value of

"intaining safeguards far the students while avoiding "clumsy or.inept encroachment

by the judiciary into the pedagogical process." However, he has concluded,

. . . the time seems to have come for the judiciary to
become more sensitive to the real needs and concerns of student-
consumers and to fashion a legal theary which will justify
adequate protections--whether that theory is based in
constitutional or contract law (p. 88).

a00°

One-outgrowth of efforts to treat student-consumers more equitably has been the;'

reevaluation and revision of entrance tests, usually on the undergraduate level but

of late in_professibnal fields. For example, the Associatton, oniMerican Medical

Colleges is currently creating a new version of the Medical College Admission Test

that will more accurateiy predict which men and women1/4-possess the analytical skills

4

as well as.the scientific background to become competent physicians ("New MCAT Dime
;

1977).*Among the major modikications of thg MCAT

Aimination of'general inforMation questions, the

section, the separation of the scientific 5ortion into areas for thOurp6se:of

are to+be the fondle: the

upgrading of the yerba.1 skills 0;

determining specific stuentOeficiencies, and the lengthening ofthe ;Otal

1
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nation time"to one full day. Another venture still in t4he develppmental
-

...

. . .
. k_

.t

stage, is,th4pfrep4ation of medical-board and bir examinatiphs-whidh more nedhrly
..,.

,reflect the -sc of professional school coursep. OppOsed!by sOmewho,'believe,

'understandablythat such examinations are te be regarded as the distinct points

of'entry into the pr

,

'("Teaching to the test" is Oardly uncommon asOktieil (l97,g) has indicated; and it

may be necessary, he gas observed, ih order.to hasten ttle opportunities for

minorities to practice their skills. Bóth the American Bar Association and the

American Medical Association, however, maintain that an adequate educational

experience will prepare most students for the rigors of the examinations.)

Ifessions--#1e process of change is.propeeding slowly.

AS'to the abolition of tests themselvesfrom the variouS admissions examinations

to those of the bar and the.boardmuCh argumentative discussion has occurred.

O'Neil (1975) has stated that, although the LSAT scores should not bemoccepted.as

the sole ciiterion of law school ability, admissions tests do predict fairlY well ¶

.for both minority and nonminority students. "To abandon tests and other predictors

wW.ch work well for the great majority of applicants would be unwise and counter-
..

prdductive" (p. 117).. Hence, the solution tO the difficulties of choosing applicantS

does not seem to lie in the rejection of quantifiable measures obtained in' part

'by e4minations.

Several prominent medical schools and colleges-of law have sought to devise a
. .

systemat#.formula which would incorporate-aS many predictors'of.potential success

as popsibIe. Among.thoge universitie Whi4h shave been making 4iph an attempt would

be Washington and California-Davis; their ,methods have proven to be suspect, leaving

open the opportunity for legaf:chalIengee: The Uhiversity.of'Georgia Law Schoolqias
.

developed a heuristic modei.to'screen aPplicants prior to codhittee decision.' )'
. ,

.

. . . . .

Variables considered include LSAT scores, GPA, quality of undergraduate institution,
a "1:5

;.

and extracurricular activ?ties.,,:Usihg thes4 criteriA the admi6sions director ranks
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applicants before more subjective factors 'are considered by the three persons on the

committee (Watson, et.al., 1973); A rather promising riiod41 for selecting medical

schbol students has been evolvineat the University of Texas Medical School at

San Antonio. Robert Weisman (1973) .has enumerated the ma .Ateps leading to the

multivariate approach now taing tested. Through an analy of those factqrs which.

tend to be avsociated with able students, a better procedure hasbeen-established.

\
The committee's model is, first of all, sufficiently explicit to reduce the,possibility

of charges of unkair practice. Nevertheless, the decisions sendered are arbitrary;

, for regardless of the model, 'some final judgment is necessary. The formula employed

thoUgh, uses such parameters as grade point average, a weighted average of MCAT

subtests, a preliMinary,evaluation, a measure of the difficulty of previous academic

work, other academic hono6, non-academic achievementa and the impressions provided

4

by an interview. Certainly, subjectivity cannot be said to have been eliminated,

only that it is more clearly identified in-the process.

A rel4ively new part of the selection routine for professional schools is the

counseling of rejected applidants. When numerous Slots existed for virtually all who
'C

,

were qualified, no obligation needed o e elt. by committees;.another schoOl in

another location wpuld have an opening. Since "there are aPproxiMate1y,50;000

applicants but only about 14,500 oPenings'in.the-first year classl" a definite. '

-

'Opportunity to direct the disappointed is presented ("Professional School Retreads,"

1975, p. 450). Among the sugge ions Offered to help alleviate the problem are the

following: (1) early counseling o potential rejectees, (2) investigation of reasons

Por rejection, .(3) guidance, and pre ation for those unable to enter the profession

of their first choice, (4) expansion of legal, medical, and scientific adjunct areas

of involvement. Diekema (197211974) has supplied.a thorough report in two tudies

on the University of Illinois Medical Center's program to aasist inino1.ties in

finding places of seFvice.in the health profession. Students 'Who t otherwise

31-
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be rejected if they'applied to medical schools are admitted to the Medical OpportunitiE

Pxogram where encouragementi6 given.through faculty advising, tutorial assistance,

finanCia1 aid, and general counseling service. ;Thus, many have been guid4d toward

socially useful and personally satisfying careers by an effective university projeCt.

This approach; according to Ir ma may be a far better solution to the needs of

minorities than the immediate loweri g of professional school standards'.

A perceptive discussion of "reform in graduate and professional education" can be

found in a recent volume by'Lewis Mayheu and Patrick Ford (19741. They have,noted,

'AP
4 their description of 'revised admissiori policies,,three major approaches: (1) a

minimization of quantitative intelligence measuressin favor of those which tap

"originality, creative striving,,and creative achievement"; (2) an increase in ,

selectivity, almost in opposition to the first approach Nthich stresses a proven

intellectual background; (3) an attempt to "recruit minority group members who do

not meet the formal admissions criteria generally imposed." But, "this has placed

.graduate education in an ambivalent position and has raised the question of whether

or tot graduate schools should maintain their policy of selectivity" (pp,. 118-19).

In conjunction with the last approach, the programs for minorities at various

universities are mentioned, notably those of Cornell, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan State,

, and Michigan. Typical is Cornell's which allows marginal minority students to be

'given the "benefit of the dolibt' in the hope.that'futureomise_will overcome

la.

'past difficulties.
.,, . .1

. ,

,

. ,..

Perhaps no other anilysis Of the ways and consequences of extending preference
. ,

'in admiSSions is as complete as.that prepared by O'Neil (1975, pp. 146-41) : His

commentary is divided into five sections: the'nature of the preferred groups and
NI"

program objectives, methods of extending preference, the degree.of preference shown,

r'

the duration of preference poli6ies, university responsibilities in-7the adopting

IIIP of such actions.

. 3 2
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-

.(l) Choosing Only.those from the'usuaily accepted minority groups to recieve

preference may be troublesome, but it remains the only alternative in OINeills view.

$electing "disadvantaged"whites may be appropriate but a case proving past discrimi-

'
nation or unequal.treatment Would be extremely hard to Aake, (Posner (l975),. howevery.,

iS totally opposed to the contention that race alone can be a validlindicator

previous hardship.) As to a preference for women, evidence will verify that no

particular asSiOance is needed, only an equal opportunity to be admitted.

(2) Obviously, the doors of graduate and professional schools'cannot be opened

to all minority applicante;,some system is essential. Each university cohld provide,

O'Neil has reasoned, a specific number of openings for various disadvantaged groups.

Other techniques would include: "adjustine admiss%ons test scores, providing

summer improvement workshops (Justice Douglas has advocated a similar program which

is in effect in several institutions),'allowihg minority applicants to enter,on

a conditiohal basis/.

(3) If goals are to be sei for admissions purposes, on what gkunds should they

be established? Here O'NeiIwould carefully examine minority participation in the

professions,glocal and regional Population characteristics, 'and hnique institutional

Missions and abilities in order to,prevent,flexible goals from becoming.absclute, quotas.

(4) It to:be hoped that prefereritial admissionS policies will not have a long

life Span. But until elementary,and secondary programs forminorities improve,

the educational preparation of many black, Indian, and Mexican-American applicants

will be inadequate Tor advanced study. Once, howeve-r, more minority doctors, lawkers, !

and scientists rise ip the professional hierarchy tile programs can be gradually

phased out.

. ' .;
.M To be,trua,,veffective, 0141eilhaa asserteniVersliie$,Must db.MOre than.;

.
.

. ,
.

.

. ,
. .

minority appl1cants--otherPolieie8,Must change;as well. Informationabout

preference programs should be widely disseminated; standardized tests myst be

33
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constantly examined and reVised as required; students should be encouraged to complete

their studies and given financial and educational aid when needed (the attrition

rate for minorities in proiebn programs

be made ascertainable and faip; but should

brged inequality.should be reduced through

According to O'Neil (1975),

is.quite high); graduation sandards should

notipe lowered; societal conditions which
.

the efforts of academic institutions.

. . . one must nOt lose sight of the ultimate goal . . . to achieve
equality for persons and groups to whom equality has long been denied--
originally in obvious ways, later through subtler devices .. what is
sought,is a more even distribution of burdens and behefits throughout
our pluralistic societi (pp:160-61).

Those who take.issue with O'Neil'S recommendations could perhaps agree with the

dissent of Justice Douglas in DeFunis: "The consideration of race as a measure of

an applicant's 'qualification nokmally introduces a capricious and irrelevant factor

working an invidious diicrimination . . . there is no constitutional right for any

race to be preferred' (p. 1710. Yet Douglas woad himself suggest other relevant

factors which could be taken intO accOunt and Would justifY'admitting minority

,applicants separately, if not "preferentially."

EVen as O'Neil has described the obligations of universities in,overcoming

past Taal discrimination in admissions, Bernice sandier (1975) has in like manner

discussed eliminating sexual biai on the campus. ln particular, (1) policies should

ensure that admission-criteria are not discriminatory on the basis of sex; (2)

recruiting for programs must be monitored to.continuously evaluate procedures; (3)
\

/data should be collected,on sex and race of-applicants, and addi \'t ional information

on:marital and faMily status cpuld be examined in searching for possible sex-based
t,

diScrimination; (4) applicants should'be queried about the fairness of the admissions

-program; (5) "institutions might explore provisional admissions status" for those

women who might not be accepted under the general program standards but who might

succeed in their studies if given the opportunity (pp. 210-12), Reasonable

3 4
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progress may well be occurring: according to the Association of American Medical

Colleges ("Applications Dip Slightly," 1977) women are more likely to beaccObtedi

38 to 35.1.percent; to medical school than men, although the total number of women

admitted is substantially less.
,

To mitigate the chance of unfavorable litigation following a denial of admiSsion,

D.-Brock Hornby (1975). has recommended these specific.policy requirements:

(1) Written (ascertainable) standards should be developed which will be

uniformly appliethto ali.applicants. The treatteat or exceptional case6 must

slmilarlY be.described in full. Class opening cutofk points and other factors of

interest to prospective.students should be given. dontracts may be one alternative

to answer the question of equitable,program requirements.

,(2) Supporting evidence should be gathered,to show the validity of the'

admissions standards. Goals and policies which are produced should clearlY reflect

the overall mission of the institution. National tests,-if they arieuetd should be

closely tied to local measures of ability.

(3) Every'opportunity shoUid be provided to applicants to demonStrate personal

capabilities. . Interviews should be encouraged whenAer possible.
.

,,

(4) Notices of rejection with a relatively detailed explanation of reasons for

- such denial shoUld be promptly sent. If another application for admittance may be

made;-the.time and Conditions should be stressed.

(5) Access to detrimental information.should be given 1,o the rejected applicant

in acd'ordance,with.the prevailing Zaw'on open ,record

Tfit'Can be arranged, an:informal hearing may be granted the applicant 14ho

has been denied admissidn: At this time, additional infOrmation may tie introduced to

refute the Committee's'decision.

In the study of Gellhorn and Hornby prepared for the Virginia Law Review' (19/4),

the first five actions coilld be deemed minimum constitutional requirements while ihe

3 5
J
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sixth may be thought of as *but a reCommendation, "although it is arguablY within the

scope of what the Supreme Court might assert Aue process requires" (p. 1010).

Mayhew and Ford (1974) have echoed this concern for ensuring.that sufficient

information is acquired on each applicant and Viet assessing the vglidity of

standards be a continual process; in this way, tbe university is protecting

itself as best itcan.,

There is, yet another consideration which must cbe mentioned: the movement

toward cent.ralization of higher education planning and policy-making. In the words

of D. Kent Ralstead (1974):'

Statewide coordination of admissibn to public colleges,and
universities is necessary in order to coniider deliberately and
structure, within a total system cOntext, diStribution of
student enrollmenp, allocation of programs among institutions,
and guidelines for student transfers (p. 231).

Conclusion

As to what will be the ultimate effect of the involvement of the courts with

the admissions process is probably beyond even the most talented Nostradamus in
.

the academe. Without question, however, a greater concern for detailed records on

the part of committees is suggested. If the demand for professional education

continues unabatedwith additional pressure from minorities and women for class

openingsthe problems for administrators may.be virtually impossible to solve.

Being fair to all parties will surely be precluded by the sheer number of applicants.

Allan Ornstein.(1976).has commented that "qualified minorities and women are already

becoming uneasy,about quotas; they are aware that it puts the 'less qualified', stamp;
N,

on them by assocIation" (p. 17).

L

n The Chronicle ofHigher Education for February 22, 1977, yet another,

diffic lty is related: ffBlack Graduate 'Schools Caught in Critical Dilemma--

They cheer white institutions' emphasis on Oograms for minority students but fear

their own programs face mediocrity or extinction as a result" (Jacobson, 1977, p. 1

3 6
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0

Black ichools- are not sHaring in the,abundance of federal programs for minorities

! / .

as 111,rly potential, students are choosing larger, racially-mixed institutions.
,

/ Can a balance between the rights guaranteed bothlminOrity and nonminority

33

7
A ericans be maintained? 'Moreover, can justice prevail even if the "right" at'

issue--graduate or ptofessional school attendance--is regarded as,a "privilege"?

Other ques.eions appear as"well: Is place of residence significant?_ Do tests

actually perpetuate unjustified discrimination? Shouldjudicial rulings And

legislation determine campus policies? Furthermace,.will universities-be iibiigated

'to advance "special" students through prograns ghd into professional posifions,

as.has been advocated by Some?

On the one hand, DeFunis and.Bakke, together with a host of other cases, may
-

41,fiave exacerbated an already problematic situation. But, on e other-hand, seVeral

fundamental issues which should be investigated are receiving attention. Who can

receive the benefits of graduate and professional education? Who should? Who will.?
,

S.

1

3 7
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